Hamilton Place
PARTIAL OPTIONAL FLOORPLANS

PARTIAL UPPER LEVEL PLAN
OPT. BDRM 4 - BDH

PARTIAL UPPER LEVEL PLAN
OPT. LAUNDRY - BCX/GCD

PARTIAL MAIN LEVEL PLAN
W/ OPT. PARTIAL PORCH - EPB

PARTIAL UPPER LEVEL PLAN
OPTIONAL BONUS BEDROOM - BVV

PARTIAL UPPER LEVEL PLAN
OPT. BATHROOM W/ SHOWER - ABA
WITH OPTIONAL FULL PORCH - EPA

Although all illustrations and specifications are believed correct at the time of publication, accuracy cannot be guaranteed. The right is reserved to make changes, without notice or obligation. Windows, doors, ceilings and room sizes may vary depending on the options and elevations selected. Optional items are available at additional cost. This brochure is for illustrative purposes only and not part of a legal contract.